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Background:  The updated 2010 Appropriate Use Criteria for Echocardiography (2010 AUC) have recently been completed in an effort to address 
limitations identified in prior AUC, though whether the 2010 AUC represent an improvement over prior versions is unknown. Our goal was to compare 
the application of the 2010 AUC for Echocardiography to that of the 2007 AUC for TTE/TEE and the 2008 AUC for Stress Echo (SE). 
Methods:  The 2010 AUC was applied to cohorts of consecutive TTEs, TEEs, and SEs in a single center university hospital. Each study indication 
was categorized according to the 2010 AUC, as Appropriate (A), Inappropriate (I), Uncertain (U), or Not Addressed, by two blinded reviewers using 
previously validated methodology. 2010 AUC Indication assignments and appropriateness determinations were then compared to previously 
published classifications of the same cohorts using the 2007 AUC for TTE/TEE and the 2008 AUC for SE.
Results:  Overall, 2247 echo procedures were analyzed. The 2010 AUC addressed the vast majority (97%), a marked increase compared to prior 
AUC (89%, p<0.001), and the 2010 AUC increased addressed studies in all echo modalities (TTE: n=1553, 97% vs 89%, p<0.001; TEE: n=405, 
99.7% vs 91%, p<0.01; SE: n=289, 95% vs. 88%, p<0.01). Of the addressed TTEs in the 2010 AUC, 83% were A (2007 AUC: 89%, p<0.001), 10% 
were I (2007 AUC: 11%, p=NS), and 7% were U (2007 AUC lists no U indications for TTE). Among the addressed TEEs, the 2010 AUC found a similarly 
high frequency of A TEEs (95% vs 97% by 2007 AUC, p=NS), I (3.5% vs 1% by 2007 AUC, p=NS), and U (1% vs 2% by 2007 AUC, p=NS). Among 
addressed SEs, the 2010 AUC found fewer A SEs (54% vs 71%, p<0.01), with non-significant increases in I (25% vs 20%, p=NS), and U (16% vs 9%, 
p=NS), compared to the 2008 AUC for SE.
Conclusions:  The updated 2010 AUC for Echocardiography encompass the vast majority of echo procedures in a university hospital practice, filling 
virtually all of the gaps identified in prior versions of the AUC for TTE, TEE and SE. These findings suggest that the 2010 AUC will more comprehensively 
stratify appropriate clinical practice, and thus represent an increasingly viable alternative to pre-certification procedures.
